The form of the primordial power spectrum (PPS) of cosmological scalar (matter density) perturbations is not yet constrained satisfactorily in spite of the tremendous amount of information from the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) data. While a smooth power-law-like form of the PPS is consistent with the CMB data, some PPS with small non-smooth features at large scales can also fit the CMB temperature and polarization data with similar statistical evidence. Future CMB surveys cannot help distinguish all such models due to the cosmic variance at large angular scales. In this paper, we study how well we can differentiate between such featured forms of the PPS not otherwise distinguishable using CMB data. We ran 15 N-body DESI-like simulations of these models to explore this approach. Showing that statistics such as the halo mass function and the two-point correlation function are not able to distinguish these models in a DESI-like survey, we advocate to avoid reducing the dimensionality of the problem from 3 to 2 by demonstrating that the use of a simple threedimensional count-in-cell density field can be much more effective for the purpose of model distinction.
INTRODUCTION
So far, the CMB data have been able to provide us with the most valuable information about the early Universe (EU). CMB temperature anisotropy and Emode polarization data contain a convolved form of the primordial power spectrum (PPS) of scalar (matter density) perturbations and of the evolution of E-mail: benjamin@kasi.re.kr (BL), shafieloo@kasi.re.kr (AS), dhiraj.kumar.hazra@apc.univ-paris7.fr (DKH), gfsmoot@lbl.gov (GFS), alstar@landau.ac.ru (AAS) these primordial fluctuations through different epochs of the Universe.
To better understand the physics of the EU, it is extremely important to put constraints on the shape of the PPS with high precision. In particular, looking for small features in the PPS is very important to evaluate whether it is necessary to go beyond the simplest theoretical models of the EU. For instance, in inflationary cosmology the Universe underwent a phase of rapid expansion known as inflation in the remote past, seeding structure formation. In its simplest form, inflation yields a power-law-like, close to scale-invariant PPS
where the spectral index n s is close to unity and weakly depends on the inverse scale k, so it can be approximated by a constant value n s 0.96 over the measured range of scales (∼ 1 − 10 4 Mpc) (Starobinsky 1980; Guth 1981; Mukhanov & Chibisov 1981; Linde 1982) . Thus, the observed PPS is very well described by two phenomenological dimensionless constants only. However, it is clear that this is the first approximation only, and at a higher level of accuracy 10%, one can well expect the existence of small non-smooth features in the PPS which quantitative description would require more phenomenological parameters (at least two of them -their location and relative magnitude). From the theoretical point of view, some new physics will be needed for their explanation and derivation. It should be noted that this is not specific for inflationary cosmology only, but equally well refers to any viable alternative cosmology of the EU. It is simply that an alternative cosmology will require different additional physics to predict the same observed feature in the PPS, if it can accomplish it at all.
In this work we mainly focus on few different inflationary models that can generate extra features to the power-law shape of the PPS and compare them with the case of a power-law-like form of the PPS predicted by the simplest inflationary models with one, maximum two, free dimensionless parameters fixed by observations. However, as we mentioned earlier, the whole analysis is mainly about detecting small nonsmooth features in the PPS, and thus it can be relevant for any alternative EU scenario.
The study of the cosmological microwave background (CMB), has put strong constrains on powerlaw-like form of the PPS predicted by simple singlefield slow-roll inflationary models (e.g. Planck Collaboration XX 2016). However, degeneracies in the CMB data allow also several other models to survive where these models can generate some prominent features in the form of the PPS (e.g. Starobinskiȋ 1992; Joy et al. 2009; Hazra et al. 2014a,b; Horiguchi et al. 2017; Hazra et al. 2017) . It is thus important to falsify these models and test how well we can distinguish between them using different cosmological observations.
In this work, we aim to assess the ability of the large-scale structure (LSS) to differentiate between few forms of the PPS, result from some inflationary models, that are indistinguishable from each other using the CMB data alone. Indeed, observationally, one has two main anchors that the cosmology must fit. At high redshift, the CMB has revealed a tremendous amount of information, strengthening the concordance model of cosmology and rising cosmology to a precision science. However, even though polarization still holds valuable information, we are about to reach the limits of what can be learned by the temperature anisotropy on large scales due to cosmic variance. At low redshift, the large-scale structure (LSS) of the (Laureijs et al. 2011) , or LSST (Ivezic et al. 2008) , will probe the Universe to an unprecedented scale and it is important to know how well we can use them to learn more about the physics of the early universe. Cosmological simulations have now been extensively used to understand non-linear structure formation (e.g. ) and test dark energy (Alimi et al. 2012; Baldi 2012) , modified gravity (Zhao et al. 2011; Brax et al. 2012 Brax et al. , 2013 Llinares & Mota 2014; L'Huillier et al. 2017) , neutrinos (Baldi et al. 2014) , warm dark matter (Hellwing et al. 2016) . In this work, we use cosmological N-body simulations, similar to what we expect to observe from DESI, with some specific forms of the PPS and study how well we can distinguish between these models. Section 2 presents the models and the simulations, the results are shown in § 3, and we draw our conclusions in § 4.
MODELS AND SIMULATIONS

The models
In this section, we present the different early Universe models studied in this work. All these models give a better fit to the CMB data than the power law model, and are thus not currently distinguishable from each other using the CMB data alone. Our reference model is the Planck Collaboration XIII (2016) best-fit power law (TTTEEEE+lowTEB+BKP) cosmology (P15). We used three different Wiggly-whipped inflation models (WWI, Hazra et al. 2014a Hazra et al. , 2016 , namely WWIA, WWID, and WWI . Note that the constraints on the WWI models used here are based on the Planck 2015 results (Hazra et al. 2016) . Finally, in order to study the effects of a change of cosmology within the power-law paradigm, we also include the Planck 2015 TTTEEE + lowTEB + BKP + HFI (P15+HFI) bestfit cosmology.
The WWI models considered here give a better fit to the CMB data than P15, and therefore cannot be distinguished by the CMB data alone. The PPS from the WWI framework used in this analysis all provide a better fit to the Planck 2015 temperature and polarization data individually and in combination. WWIA and WWID provide an improvement of 7 and 13.3 in χ 2 compared to P15 respectively. Note that WWIA and WWID are the local best fits obtained from the same potential having a discontinuity. This potential has 4 extra parameter compared to the standard slow roll case. WWI on the other hand provides a ∆ χ 2 = 12 improvement in fit with only 2 extra parameters. WWI has a discontinuity in the derivative of a continuous potential. For a complete table of likelihood comparison, see Hazra et al. (2016) . Table 1 summarized the best-fit cosmological parameters of each model, and the last column shows the improvement in χ 2 of the WWI models with respect to P15. We aim to study their effects on the large-scale structure and assess the power of the LSS to constrain these models, complementary to the CMB. The effects of the EU model translate into features in the PPS (Fig. 1) , where the power spectrum of the overdensity field
is given by
where δ(k) is the Fourier transform of δ(x), and · denotes an ensemble average. In the linear regime, the matter power spectrum can be calculated from the primordial one by a Boltzmann solver such as CAMB 1 (Lewis et al. 2000) . The left-hand panel of Fig. 1 shows the PPS of the different models. The WWI models essentially results in a superimposition of oscillatory features onto a smooth power-law. We note that these models give indistinguishable CMB angular power spectra. The right-hand panel shows the linear matter power spectra divided by the reference P15 case.
Most of the difference between the models arise on very large scales (k ≤ 10 −2 h Mpc −1 ). On these very large-scales, due to the considered volume, the scatter is very large (few Fourier modes per bin at low-k), and the models cannot be distinguished with upcoming surveys. However, the WWI models also show nonpower law features at intermediate scales (10 −2 < k < 10 −1 h Mpc −1 . Therefore, it is necessary to go to the mildly to fully non-linear regime, hence the need for cosmological simulations.
The simulations
We used the Gadget-2 TreePM cosmological code . The simulation comprises 1024 3 particles in a 1890 h −1 Mpc box, assuming a flat-ΛCDM cosmology. The choice of volume is motivated by the expected DESI volume (DESI Collaboration et al. 2016a,b) . The cosmological parameters of each model are summarized in table 1.
The initial conditions were generated with the second order Lagrangian perturbation theory (2LPT) 2LPTic at redshift 49, from a Gaussian random field, since these models have very small non-gaussianities (Hazra et al. 2014a ). 2LPT and high initial redshift (for the considered mean particle separation) yield an accurate power spectrum and mass function at low redshift (Scoccimarro 1998; Crocce et al. 2006; L'Huillier et al. 2014) .
The initial matter power spectra were obtained at z = 0 by CAMB, and (z i = 49) using their own cosmology. For each model, we chose the best-fit cosmology given by a modified version of CAMB (Hazra et al. 2014a,b) .
We note that our k-space resolution of k 0 = 2π/L = 3.3 × 10 −3 h Mpc −1 resolves the oscillatory features of the WWI models (the modes that are actually sampled are k 0 i 2 + j 2 + l 2 , (i, j, l) ∈ {0, . . . , N/2}). 
RESULTS
Power spectrum
In order to estimate the matter power spectrum (PS) in the non-linear regime, we used the ComputePk code 2 (L'Huillier 2014) to calculate the matter density field in a grid with N 3 c cells, with N c = 1024, using the triangular shape cloud (TSC) mass assignment scheme (Hockney & Eastwood 1988) . Fig. 2 shows the PS of each simulation divided by the mean PS of the P15 case P P15 (k) in the initial conditions(top-left), and at redshifts 0.7 (topright), 0.3 (bottom-left), and 0 (bottom-right). Each line shows one realization of the PPS, therefore, each model has 15 overlapping lines.
The power spectra in the initial conditions are shown in the top-left panel. On very large scale, due to the finite volume, only a few modes are sampled, hence the very large fluctuations on these scales where the linear power spectra are expected to differ the most. P15+HFI, due to its lower amplitude and slightly different cosmology, shows a lack of power (5% level), 2 Available at http://aramis.obspm.fr/~lhuillier/ Codes/ComputePk.php and a different shape, in the non-linear regime with respect to P15. It can thus be fully distinguished from the other models.
On smaller scales (k ≥ 0.2 h Mpc −1 ), some of the oscillations in the WWID PS are still visible at this redshift. As time evolves, these oscillations are smeared out by the mode-mixing in the non-linear regime, and have essentially disappeared by redshift 0. On scale slightly larger ( 0.1 h Mpc −1 ), the binning in P(k) averages out several modes, and the measured fluctuation seems smaller than the actual oscillations in the linear PS. WWID shows some excess of power, consistent with its linear PS and larger σ 8 , and on small scales (≥ 0.5 h Mpc −1 ) can be distinguished from P15. However, WWIA and WWI show a very similar PS to P15, and they are not distinguishable. This is consistent with their cosmological parametres which are very close to those of P15, and with the small amplitude of the oscillatory features in their linear PS.
Halo mass function
The next natural step after studying the density power spectrum is the halo mass function (Press & Schechter 1974; Reed et al. 2007 ). As studied in Hazra (2013) , features in the power spectrum are expected to affect the halo formation rate and the mass function. However, due to the non-linear nature of halo formation, passing from the power spectrum to the halo mass function is not trivial, hence the need for numerical simulations. We identified the haloes in the simulations with the PFOF code (Roy et al. 2014 ), a massively-parallel Friends-of-Friends algorithm (Davis et al. 1985) . Particles closer than bd, whered is the mean particle separation and b the linking length, set to 0.2, are grouped together. We kept all haloes with number of particles N p ≥ 29, yielding a minimum mass of 1.6 × 10 13 h −1 M , corresponding to groups and clusters of galaxies. Figure 3 shows the normalized mass function defined as
where n(> M) is the cumulative number density of haloes more massive than M, andρ is the matter density. Here again, we are showing the relative difference to the average of the P15 case f P15 (M). Due to its lack of power on small-scales, P15+HFI yields a lower mass function, up to 20% lower than P15, while WWID shows some excess, especially at the mass scale of are however still indistinguishable, and the mass function does not bring extra information with respect to the power spectrum.
Halo two point correlation function
Another statistics, directly comparable to observations, is the halo two-point correlation function (2pcf) ξ, which measures the excess of pair clustering at a distance r with respect to the random case. We calculated the isotropic two-point correlation ξ(r) function of FOF haloes using the kstat code. 3 We used the Landy & Szalay (1993) estimator
where DD, DR, and RR are the data-data, datarandom, and random-random pair counts. Fig. 4 shows the relative difference in the 2pcf of each simulation with respect to the average of the P15 case, at z = 0 (top), 0.3 (middle), and 0.7 (bottom). Only P15+HFI can be distinguished due to its higher clustering on small scales, while on large scales, and for other models at all scales, the fluctuations are larger than the difference between the models, making them essentially indistinguishable.
Three-dimensional Count-in-cell density field
The previous sections showed the inability of statistics such as the power spectrum or the halo mass or two-point correlation function, to distinguish between WWIA, WWI , and P15 (however, P15+HFI and WWID could be distinguished by their power spectra). Therefore, one needs to find appropriate statistics. A drawback of the matter power spectrum is that it reduces the dimensionality of the problem from three to one dimension, losing information in the process. Therefore, we looked at the three-dimensional density field. We calculated the probability distribution function (PDF) of the dark matter density field binned in N 3 c cells, with N c ∈ 128, 256, 512, 1024. The density field follows a close to lognormal distribution (e.g. Shin et al. 2017) . The density was calculated using ComputePk, with a TSC scheme, as in § 3.1. Fig. 5 shows the difference between each simulation and the P15 case.
Since WWID and P15+HFI can be distinguished from the power spectrum (see § 3.1), we will focus on the remaining models, namely WWIA and WWI . At the coarser level (128 3 , top row), even in the initial conditions, it is not easy to distinguish by eyes the distributions of the WWIA, WWI , and P15 cases. As the resolution of the mesh gets finer (toward lower rows), the PDFs show more and more difference. For intermediate meshes (256 and 512 cases), the PDF can be distinguished in the initial conditions and up to redshift 0.7, and for the N c = 1024 3 case, all models have their PDF clearly separated from the other models.
The difference in the matter density count-in-cell gives us important hint as to how the EU affects the LSS. However, matter is not directly observable, and we have to understand how biased tracers such as galaxies are affected. For that purpose, we applied the same technique to FoF haloes. Fig. 6 shows the difference in the PDFs of the mass-weighted halo density with respect to the average of the P15 case. We used the mass-weighted halo density rather than the number-weighted, since the former shows a tighter correlation with the matter density field (Jee et al. 2012; Uhlemann et al. 2017) . In the N c = 128 case, the statistics are very noisy, due to the small number of pixels, which only marginally allows to distinguish P15+HFI from the rest. When going to smaller pixels, it becomes possible to distinguish between the models at z = 0.7 for N c ≥ 256. However, at low redshift (z ≤ 0.3), it becomes necessary to use a large number of small pixels to distinguish them. 
DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY
In order to distinguish five different degenerate (with respect to the CMB data) forms of the PPS (Planck 2015 best-fit, Planck 2015+HFI, and the best-fit wiggly-whipped inflation models WWIA, WWID, and WWI ) using the large-scale structures, we ran a series of 15 DESI-like N-body simulations. We measured different statistics, such as the density power spectrum, halo mass function, halo two-point correlation function, and count-in-cell density (matter and mass-weighted halo). While the PS and HMF can distinguish between certain models (P15+HFI and WWID), the remaining three models are indistinguishable from P15.
Instead of reducing the dimensionality of the problem, we work with the three-dimensional density field, taking advantage of the huge statistics from the large simulation volume. For a DESI-like survey, when using enough pixels (1024 3 , corresponding to a cube of size l = 1.85 h −1 Mpc), the difference between the PDFs of the matter density field allows to distinguish unambiguously between the models. Moreover, even when moving from the matter-case to the biased halo case, the models can be distinguished. At z = 0.7, the distributions of the mass-weighted halo density are still distinguishable, but by z = 0.3, only P15+HFI can be distinguished. This is the range that will be probed by surveys like DESI, Euclid, or LSST.
However, it should be noted that there is a very little difference between the observables of the WWI models and the reference power law model. While in this work we did not consider varying the background cosmological parameters, in reality we might have to face a more difficult problem considering cosmographic degeneracies between the background parameters and the form of the PPS. This seems to be an area which requires substantial amount of analysis, computation and implementation of appropriate statistical approaches in order to be prepared for the next generation of the cosmological observations to use the information to get closer to the actual model of the EU.
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